Abstract
Introduction

29
Two dimensional flood inundation models are widely used tools for flood hazard mapping and an 30 essential component of statutory flood risk management guidelines in many countries. For both 31 industry and research applications there are a wide variety of shallow water codes that account for 32 varying degrees of physical complexity and offer subtly different solutions to a given problem. 33
Understanding the potential differences between these codes for industry applications was a key 34 driver of recent two dimensional model benchmarking reports commissioned by the Environment 35
Agency for England and Wales (Crowder et al., 2004; Néelz and Pender, 2010) to aid procurement 36 decisions and maintain standards. 37
Previous model benchmarking studies have usually tracked the development of new numerical 38 methods or the adoption of new techniques as the necessary data or computational resources 39 become available. For example, the increasing use of two dimensional models over one dimensional 40 models during the past decade has been partly driven by developments in digital elevation modelling 41 (DEM's), especially from airborne LiDAR data (Cobby et al., 2001 ). Thus, as the capability has 42 developed it has been necessary to better understand the effects of moving to two dimensions 43 given different applications. Comparisons between one dimensional, two dimensional and coupled 44 one two dimensional river modelling approaches (e.g. Horritt and Bates (2002) ; Werner (2004) and 45 Tayefi et al. (2007)) have highlighted conceptual problems with the one dimensional approach 46 applied to overbank flows when compared to the sometimes complex flow pathways simulated by 47 two dimensional models. Leopardi et al. (2002) includes a more extensive review of benchmarking 48 studies on coupled 1D and 2D codes from the 1990's. 49
Benchmarking studies will often take newly developed or simplified models and compare them to 50 more established or complex models. Such work is usually motivated by the computational cost of 51 many two dimensional model codes, which still restricts the use of hydraulic models models within 52
Monte Carlo frameworks, despite continued advances in computer hardware (Neal et were noted between the models, particularly regarding the ability of the storage cell model to 63 predict wave speed, which was later improved upon by Hunter et al. (2005) through the 64 implementation of an adaptive time step constraint. However, the models considered by Bates and 65 De Roo (2000) and Horritt and Bates (2001) simulated similar inundation extents in that differences 66 were less than the expected errors in the remotely sensed data used to evaluate the models at that 67 time. Lack of observation data turned out to be a common problem when moving from purely 68 comparing model simulations to evaluating model accuracy for spatially distributed real world 69 events at and above the reach scale (e. Other studies have looked at benchmarking alternative two dimensional shallow water models (e.g. 72 Horritt, 2007) , where recent work has focused on urban settings because the risks are typically 73 greater than in rural areas and the availability of DEM data perceived as fit for purpose has been 74 increasing (Fewtrell, 2011 Hunter et al., 2005) for an urban test site in Glasgow, UK. They found differences in the depth 77 and extent dynamics given the range of physical process representations and numerical solvers 78 tested, although the significance of these given uncertainty in factors such as inflow discharges and 79 surface friction is an ongoing debate within the community. This test case was subsequently used to 80 evaluate mesh generation techniques (Schubert et al., 2008) , grid resolution effects (Fewtrell et al., 81 2008), methods of parallelising models (Neal et al., 2010) and uncertainty in the magnitude of flow 82 for given rainfall return periods (Aronica et al., submitted) . 83 Néelz and Pender (2010) benchmarked the majority of industry codes used for flood risk modelling 84 in the UK by the Environment Agency and commercial consultants. The industry codes (including: 85 ISIS2D, SOBEK, TUFLOW, MIKEFLOOD, InfoWorks2D, Flowroute & JFLOW GPU) were required to 86 simulate velocity and depth dynamics across the range test cases listed in Table 1, which were  87 designed to cover most statutory flood risk modelling requirements in the UK. In this paper, three 88 physical process representations of floodplain flow, described in the next section, will be 89 benchmarked using four of the test cases from this study identified in Table 1 
Results
179
These results summarise findings from four of the ten EA test cases listed in Table 1 . The reasons for 180 not implementing all tests are as follows: 181
• Tests 1&2 were ignored to save space and because later test were assumed to be more 182 difficult and evaluate similar properties. 183
• Test 6a is a higher resolution (laboratory scale) and lower friction version of 6b. It was not 184 practical to apply either of the simpler models to this test given the results from test 6b. 185
• Tests 7, 8a & 8b were deemed outside the scope of this paper because they require 1D 186 channel, rainfall and sewer models, respectively. 187
Before discussing the results from each test, simulation times are presented in Table 3 The depth after 300 seconds of simulation by LISFLOOD Roe is plotted in Fig.1 , compared to 0.025 m 3 in LISFLOOD Roe meant it predicted higher water levels than LISFLOOD 247
Roe at both control points. This indicates that although LISFLOOD ACC simulated water moving over 248 the bump, the model was not stable throughout this test case, leading to a positive mass balance 249 error during the early part of the simulation as water accelerated down slope from the inflow. The 250 arrival time of the wetting front was later in LISFLOOD ACC due to the higher Manning's coefficient 251 used, although the peak velocities and final depths were within the range simulated by the industry 252 codes. LISFLOOD Roe provided a smoother simulation of depth and velocity transitions than 253 LISFLOOD ACC and some of the industry shallow water models. The EA study (Néelz and Pender, 254 2010) suggests that models with shock capturing capabilities provide less oscillatory solutions and 255 the LISFLOOD Roe results support this conclusion. Different approaches to re sampling the two 256 metre resolution DEM to five metres account for the 25% difference in the final depths at CP2 257 between the shallow water models (ISIS2D is the model that simulates the same final depth as 258 LISFLOOD Roe), assuming that the mass errors in these models are not significantly greater than 259 LISFLOOD Roe. Nevertheless, LISFLOOD Roe filled CP2 at a slower rate than the industry codes. Below the snapshots of simulated depth in Fig. 4 is a matrix plotting the differences between each of 296 the simulations at this time. All the shallow water models differ from each other at the flood edge, 297 presumably due to the wetting algorithm adopted. Away from the flood edge they are more alike 298 with differences <0.005 m rising up to 0.05 m within a few cells of the inflow. LISFLOOD Roe was 299 most like InfoWorks2D, which was not unexpected given that they both use Roe's approximate 300
Riemann solver. Unlike all the other models, InfoWorks2D used an unstructured grid, indicating the 301 choice of spatial discretisation had less effect on the outcome of this test case than the choice of 302 numerical scheme, as would be expected over flat topography. JFLOW GPU behaved in an almost 303 opposite manner to LISFLOOD ATS, with flow underestimated in the diagonal relative to the shallow 304 water models. This led to greater depths (up to 0.025 m) 40 m diagonally from the source and lesser 305 depths (up to 0.01 m) towards the flood edge in the diagonal. Although the LISFLOOD ATS extents 306 are similar to the shallow water models depths were also up to 0.01 m greater perpendicular to the 307 inflow point. Perhaps the key point here is that all these differences are small relative to typical 308 vertical errors in survey data and the accuracy required for strategic flood risk assessment. 309 have been lumped into a single category, the interested reader is referred to the EA benchmarking 312 study for a more detailed breakdown of these model results (Néelz and Pender, 2010) . The industry 313 shallow water codes and LISFLOOD FP models simulated floodplain wetting to within 6 minutes of 314 each other at the five points on the horizontal (CP1 4 or 1,3,5,6 in the EA study). On the diagonal 315 (CP3 or 5 in the EA study) all LISFLOOD FP and a number of the industrial models wetted at 60 316 minutes (±3 minutes), although depth increased more rapidly over the next 20 minutes in the 317 decoupled models. This more rapid increase in depth was reflected in the velocity simulations at this 318 point, where velocity was 7.5% and 8.8% greater than LISFLOOD Roe when simulated by LISFLOOD 319 ATS and LISFLOOD ACC, respectively. The velocities on the horizontal were lower than LISFLOOD Roe 320 and the majority of the shallow water codes by a similar margin. Interestingly, LISFLOOD ACC 321 continued to simulate greater velocity on the diagonal for the remainder of the simulation, whilst 322 the LISFLOOD ATS velocities tended towards the shallow water codes then dropped below them 323 after 175 minutes. This decrease in velocity was most noticeable in the depth simulations once the 324 inflow hydrograph began to decrease at 250 minutes, demonstrating the effect of the LISFLOOD ATS 325 linearization at low slope (see Table 2 ). This is intuitively sensible since the inflow is driving the head 326 change at the source and the water surface slope across the domain, which when shallow will 327 initiate the linearization. A fixed time step formulation or formulation without the linearization 328 would appear appealing on this basis, however as the water surface slope decreases towards zero 329 the necessary time step to avoid instability (checker boarding) will become infinitesimally small and 330 computationally impractical. 331
Overall depths simulated by all the models were within 10% of each other, while inundation arrival 332 times at CP 4 were spread over a <3 minute window after 60 minutes of simulation. In this test case 333 it is not possible to pick out depth differences between the codes that can be attributed to the 334 physical representation of the flow given the sensitivity to decoupling, linearization at low gradient, 335 wetting method and the dominance of diffusion. At CP's 1 3 differences in peak velocity between 336 the shallow water and simpler codes decreased with distance from the source where slopes and 337 depths were lower, although the peak differences did not exceed 10%. It is worth noting that the 338 differences between the industry models at CP1 were greater than the differences between the 339 LISFLOOD FP models, but also that the maximum velocities recorded in these plots were below a 340 gentle 0. (Fig. 7 ) because significant simulation differences were 353 observed at the higher resolution. Simulations from the industry codes are available at 50 m 354 resolution from the EA study. However, the modellers in the EA study were asked to convert from 355 the supplied 10 m resolution DEM to a 50 m resolution DEM and were given freedom to choose the 356 lower left corner of the domain. This makes it difficult to perform a cell to cell overlay of the results 357 in some cases and introduces topographic differences to the models (e.g. was the DEM re sampled 358 or smoothed to the 50 m resolution?). Therefore, flood extents from the industrial codes are not 359 assessed for this test case, whilst the analysis of point time series should be interpreted with 360
caution. This illustrates the need to implement different models in the same code in order to obtain 361 sufficient experimental control in many benchmarking studies, especially as test cases become more 362 complex. 363 Table 5 is a contingency table comparing Water surface elevation dynamics were recorded at the six control points in Fig. 7 . These points 379
were also used by the industrial codes in the EA benchmarking study. Fig. 9 plots simulated water 380 surface elevation over time, whist Fig. 10 plots the corresponding velocity. LISFLOOD Roe simulated 381 a later arrival time of the wetting front and a slower increase in water depth than the industrial 382 codes. Although the slower increase in depth was also seen at CP2 in the flow over a bump test case, 383 the differences to the shallow water models were larger as the travel distance is larger too. 384 LISFLOOD Roe had difficulty simulating the wet/dry edges at this resolution despite reducing the 385 coefficient in the time step equation (Table 1 ) to 0.3 for this case. Furthermore, the way inflow to 386 the domain is handled (simply changing head in the inflow cell) may not being adequate in this case. 387
Despite the timing issues, peak velocities for all LISFLOOD FP models were always within the range 388 simulated by the industry codes, while peak levels were within the range at CP's 1,3,4&6 and <10% 389 lower at CP's 2&5. LISFLOOD ATS and ACC simulated lower water surface elevations than the 390 industrial codes at 50 m resolution, except at the bottom of the reach where water ponds due to the 391 closed downstream boundary. Although arrival times were within 15 minutes of the shallow water 392 models, the rate of rise in water surface elevation was consistently quicker (as seen in the previous 393 test case) and the discrepancy between the models increased with distance downstream, this could 394 potentially indicate greater numerical diffusion in the model which simulated smoother depth 395 increases. As mass balance errors were insignificant, the higher rate of water level rise tended to 396 result in greater peak velocities. Peak velocities for LISFLOOD ACC and -ATS were within the shallow 397 water model estimates at CP 5, <10% greater at CP's 1&4 and <20% greater at CP's 1, 2&6 at 50 m 398 resolution. For this test case, the EA benchmarking study found that the diffusive type models 399 produced oscillatory estimates of velocity (not shown here) that were sometimes over 100% 400 different from the shallow water model simulations at points 4 and 5. However, this was not the 401 case with the LISFLOOD ATS because velocity simulations were within 20% of the shallow water 402 models. Therefore, the industry diffusive models failed this test due to some unreported aspect of 403 their implementation rather than the lack of flow process representation in the diffusive type model. 404
Velocity and water surface elevation data were recorded at 1 minute intervals by the industry 405 models, so the same convention was adopted here. To evaluate the sensitivity to how frequently 406 results were recorded the sampling rate was increased to 5 seconds. This increased water surface 407 elevation by at most 0.003 m at CP3 but had a greater effect on velocity with peak values increasing 408 by up to 0.189 ms 1 (8.9%) at CP1 and CP3. This temporal resolution effect is significant when 409 comparing peak velocities from the models at these two control points because it is of similar 410 magnitude to the differences between models. 411
The differences in water surface elevations at the beginning of the simulation reflect the differences 412 in DEM elevation between the models (e.g. dry bed) that result from allowing the modeller to decide 413 how to convert from a 10 m to 50 m resolution DEM. These bed elevation differences were 414 sometimes over 50% of the differences between the model simulations (See CP 4 in particular). 415
Therefore, before examining the 10 m results in detail, a quick test was implemented to estimate the 416 magnitude of the resolution effect on model simulations relative to the differences between model 417 formulations at 50 m resolution. For this experiment the 10 m resolution DEM was re sampled to 20, 418 40, 50, 60, 80 & 100 m resolutions using a nearest neighbour approach. These DEM's were then used 419 for simulation by the LISFLOOD ACC model, as this was the most scalable model formulation in 420 terms of computation time and model stability. 20% of the velocity at control point 3 (Fig. 11c) . The changes in velocity with resolution have both a 427 random component due to alterations in flow pathways with resolution and a systematic decrease in 428 wave speed with courser resolution, which is better represented by the up to 25 minute changes in 429 peak velocity arrival times (Fig. 11d ). This is a rather simple exploration of the model sensitivity to 430 DEM resolution and does not separate any scalability issues with the model formulation from affects 431 of changing topography, while assuming the 10 m DEM is error free. However, the various 432 treatments of the DEM in this paper and by the industry models demonstrate that for this test case order of magnitude smaller than the differences between these simpler models and LISFLOOD Roe, 445 with differences <0.01 m in the area where water ponds at the bottom of the reach (northeast 446 corner). However, at 10 m resolution LISFLOOD ATS under predicted the depths from the other two 447 models, with a difference in maximum water surface elevation of <0.03 m, while also simulating 448 depths and velocities within a few percent of the 50 m resolution simulation from this model. 449
Therefore, the increase in resolution to 10 m has caused the LISFLOOD ACC model to behave more 450 like a full shallow water model, whereas at 50 m resolution it behaved in a similar manner to the 451 diffusive model. The LISFLOOD Roe 10m simulations fall within the range of levels and velocities 452 simulated by the 50 m resolution industry models, while the mass errors (Table 4) have decreased.  453 Furthermore, the maximum depth plots in Fig. 12 show no evidence of the instability at wet/dry 454 edges seen at 50 m resolution. 455
At 10 m resolution the greatest differences between the LISFLOOD Roe and LISFLOOD ACC models 456 occurred in areas of deep water at the base of steep slopes. Typically, the difference between the 457 models are <0.3 m, however LISFLOOD ACC over predicted LISFLOOD Roe by The differences between the models are further illustrated by the long section plots of bed elevation 467
and maximum depth for the top 10,000 m of the reach in Fig. 12 . Plot (a) on this figure shows the 468 maximum water surface elevations for the three LISFLOOD FP model simulations at 10 m resolution. 469
As stated previously, the models are most alike on the steeper sections of the domain except at 470 1,500 to 2,000 m where LISFLOOD ACC over predicted the other models. In areas of shallow 471 gradient LISFLOOD ATS under predicted the other two models as noted in Table 2 ). The implication for hazard estimation where the hazard is a product of 478 both depth and velocity is that maximum simulated depth and velocity may only be appropriate for 479 hazard estimation on the steeper sections of the domain, but are likely to overestimate hazard on 480 sections with lower gradients. Calculating hazard at each time step through a simulation and taking 481 the maximum will be necessary in these locations and the method adopted for this is more 482 significant in terms of resulting hazard than the choice of model for this test. To illustrate the test case results, inundation depths simulated by LISFLOOD Roe are plotted at 5 493 second intervals for the first 30 seconds of the simulation in Fig. 13 . The model performed as 494 expected, with a hydraulic jump developing in front of the building from 15 seconds onwards and a 495 wake zone behind the building from 20 seconds onwards. To compare the LISFLOOD FP models and 496 industry shallow water codes water level time series were recorded at the six control points in Fig.  497 14, although neither LISFLOOD ATS or LISFLOOD ACC were expected to simulate this test case 498 adequately as they lack the necessary physics. LISFLOOD ATS provided a smooth but inaccurate 499 solution to the test without simulating the hydraulic jump, although the mass conservation was the 500 best of the three models. LISFLOOD ACC was the least accurate of the LISFLOOD FP models and had 501 a 30% volume error because some flows between cells were sufficiently high to cause negative cell 502 water depths when the continuity equation was implemented. This confirms, as expected, the 503 unsuitability for this scheme for this test and situations where a significant proportion of the flow 504 will be supercritical at times and in areas of interest. It is not clear from these results if this model 505 failed primarily due to the lack of advection terms and/or because of the numerical solver used. 506
However, advection will be necessary when velocities vary rapidly in time (e.g. transitional flows), 507 while the results from the industry schemes and other LISFLOOD FP models demonstrate, as 508 expected, that a shock capturing shallow water model is necessary for these conditions. 509
Overall LISFLOOD Roe provided a similar solution to the industry shallow water models. The 510 simulated depth and velocity dynamics were smoother than the codes without shock capturing 511 capabilities and most like those of InfoWorks2D, indicating the importance of the choice of shallow 512
water solver in this test as discussed by Néelz and Pender (2010) . This test has demonstrated that 513 both simpler LISFLOOD FP models should be avoided in situations where hydraulic jumps are 514 expected to affect flood wave propagation. 515
Discussion
516
This paper has applied three versions of the LISFLOOD FP model with different process 517
representations to four test cases that were used for benchmarking industry standard two 518 dimensional model codes. Differences between the LISFLOOD FP models were evaluated using a set 519 of controlled tests that would have been difficult to implement without a universal code 520 environment to manage the model state variables and parameters. This discussion will be structured 521 in two parts, with the first part dealing with the results from the three models from each test and 522 the degree of physical complexity needed to simulate inundation under versions scenarios, followed 523 by a second section on the implication of these results on benchmarking best practice. 524
How much physical complexity is required? 525
For the test cases where flows were subcritical and varied gradually in time simulations of velocity, 526 depth and inundation extent from the three models and the industry codes were broadly consistent 527
with differences between models due to physical complexity often obscured by more subtle issues. 528
The simulations of flood propagation over an extended floodplain provide an example of this 529 problem for depth simulation because of the sensitivity to decoupling, linearization of the diffusive 530 model at low slopes and to a lesser extent wetting and drying parameters. Despite these factors, 531 depths simulated by industry shallow water and the three LISFLOOD FP models were within 10% of 532 each other for this test, while inundation arrival times were spread over a <6 minute, but often <3 533 minute, window after up to 60 minutes of simulation. The velocity dynamics showed more variation 534 between the codes, with the two simpler LISFLOOD FP models, where the flow equations are 535 decoupled in x and y, tending to under predict the LISFLOOD Roe velocity when aligned with the grid 536 and over predict on the diagonal, except when the time step linearization takes effect in LISFLOOD 537 ATS. Although this is a limitation, being unable to simulate symmetry was not an obvious problem in 538 the real world test cases and given the results from JFLOW GPU not a problem that relates to 539 physical complexity. Nevertheless, if symmetry is essential then decoupled schemes should be 540
avoided. An ability to simulate symmetry may thus be a theoretically interesting property for a 541 hydraulic model, but one which may not have great practical relevance. 542
For the valley flooding following dam failure at 50 m resolution, maximum simulated depths were 543 lower in LISFLOOD ATS and ACC, although the sensitivity to subtle choices over how to sample the 544 topography from the 10 m DEM and the grid resolution of the model were as important in 545 determining local variations in depth and velocity. LISFLOOD Roe simulated later arrival times and 546 slower increases in water levels than the other industry shallow water models at 50 m resolution, 547 indicating the model had too much numerical diffusion at this scale, while being unable to simulate 548 the wet/dry edges in a satisfactory manner. At 10 m resolution simulations from LISFLOOD ACC and 549 LISFLOOD Roe were within the range of industry codes. Further work to improve the scalability of 550 the codes, particularly LISFLOOD Roe, when applied to this test is needed. For LISFLOOD ATS the 551 absence of inertia was evident around the regular transitions in slope along the reach. In percentage 552 terms, the consistency in velocity simulation was similar to the consistency in simulation of depth, 553 although velocity was more sensitive to local DEM changes than depth which made this variable 554 difficult to compare with the industry codes due to uncertainties in topographic sampling. comparison of simulation times here because simulated depths and inundation extents were more 562 consistent between the models in this test than the others. The simulation times for LISFLOOD ATS 563 are likely to seriously limit its suitability for large area, fine resolution or Monte Carlo type studies, 564 even when the simulations are considered to be accurate enough for the task. Although not 565 reported here all the models were tested with inappropriately long time steps and found to be 566 inaccurate, particularly in terms of timings and velocities meaning this should be avoided. This is 567 especially relevant in the case of LISFLOOD ATS where a similar time step to that used in the models 568 with inertia will lead to inaccurate simulation. The high computational cost of LISFLOOD ATS means 569 it is tempting to use an adaptive time step similar to the shallow water models, whilst implementing 570 a flow limiter to prevent the solution from oscillating. indicate that the inundation extents and depths typical of previous mapping work with these models 579
would not change markedly if they were re calculated using a more complex methodology, at least 580 for sites where flows vary gradually and model time steps were appropriate. Explicit diffusive model 581 also benefit from being simple, however any perception from previous work that this simplicity leads 582 to relative computational efficiency should be rejected in almost all cases. Thus, in an operational 583 context the approaches available for inundation simulation have moved on from the LISFLOOD ATS 584 type formulation. 585
The flow over a bump and dam break test cases require the simulation of conditions that were 586 expected to challenge the two simpler LISFLOOD FP formulations. Only LISFLOOD Roe was able to 587 simulate the flow over the bump test case correctly. LISFLOOD ACC could also simulate water 588 overtopping the bump but only by increasing the roughness, while LISFLOOD ATS did not overtop 589 the bump as would be expected for a model which lacks inertia. Thus the diffusive and shallow water 590 model results were consistent with the EA study, while the LISFLOOD ACC results indicate that this 591 model may be suitable for similar test cases where flows are subcritical and friction is greater than 592 n=0.03. Developments to this scheme for urban applications should focus on methods to maintain 593 stability at low friction without compromising on speed, or the development of hybrid models where 594 the numerical scheme adapts to the flow conditions. 595 LISFLOOD Roe simulated similar dynamics to the other shock capturing shallow water codes for the 596 dam break test case. LISFLOOD ATS and LISFLOOD ACC were unable to simulate the hydraulic jump 597 as expected and should not be used if such features are essential to the simulation, i.e. where the 598 influence of the shocks extends away from their local vicinity and affects wave propagation globally 599 in the model. Where this occurs appears easy to identify for LISFLOOD ACC as in every such case 600 examined here the mass balance errors from the model become unacceptably large (see Table 3 ). 601
Hence when applying the LISFLOOD ACC model to test cases where it was unable to emulate the full 602 shallow water models depths and velocities to within ~10%, its mass balance error increased by 603 many orders of magnitude. If we conclude that the model is applicable to a smaller range of 604 scenarios than the full shallow water models, then mass balance would appear to be a good proxy 605 for determining appropriateness and should thus always be reported. Furthermore, although 606 LISFLOOD ATS was unable to simulate key aspects of the flow over a bump and the dam break the 607 model remained stable and conserved mass for all the tests undertaken here unlike the other two 608 models. 609
Implications for inundation model benchmarking 610
The previous discussion on model complexity highlights the difficulty of benchmarking complex 611 models, where aspects of model setup that might usually be considered as minor can obscure the 612 headline differences between models such as the type of solver used or physical complexity. 613
Benchmarking is undoubtedly made easier by models that share common sub routines and input 614 data, such as the three used here, but as this is not a practical solution for industry models. The tests 615 conducted in the EA study established the magnitude of differences between models given a 616 number of test cases, which allowed model responses to be classified and approaches that simulated 617 non behavioural dynamics to be identified. In terms of model suitability for various applications, the 618 finding here support those of the EA model benchmarking study (Néelz and Pender, 2010) , except 619 that the performance of LISFLOOD ATS for velocity simulation was significantly better than the 620 industry equivalents of this code and there was no industry implementation of LISFLOOD ACC. An 621 important question is how significant the choice of model is in relation to other factors, including 622 both controllable model setup decisions (e.g. resolution, mesh type and the frequency with which 623 results are recorded) and model uncertainties (e.g. possible input flow data and DEM errors). 624
The valley filling test provides a convenient example of how simple model setup decisions can have 625 as much impact on hazard mapping as choosing between the three LISFLOOD FP models. Peak 626 velocities at each control point were short lived to the extent that increasing the rate at which 627 velocity was recorded from 1 minute to 5 seconds increased peak velocity by up to 8.9 % at selected 628 control points. This has significant implications for risk assessment because methods that take 629 infrequent snapshots of model state variable may not capture maximum velocities. Furthermore, 630 maximum velocity and depth were broadly coincident in time on the steeper sections of the domain, 631
with maximum depth occurring some time after maximum velocity on the shallower sections. The 632 implication of this for hazard estimation is that the product of maximum simulated depth and 633 maximum velocity may overestimate hazard in particular locations if these are determined 634 separately. Also, since peak velocity is short in duration, hazard will also change rapidly. 635
In addition to model setup issues that can be controlled, the significance of model choice in relation 636
to the principal sources of uncertainty would be a useful addition to future benchmarking work. 637
Here it was relative simple to demonstrate that simulations of the valley flooding event were as 638 sensitive to the sampling of the 10 m topography to coarser resolutions as they were to model 639 choice, and that the model had not converged on a grid independent estimate of velocity by 10 m. 640
However, this should go further in future benchmarking work by evaluating the choice of model 641
given uncertainty in the elevation and inflow data typically used for the applications being tested. 642 643
Conclusions
644
Three two dimensional hydraulic models with different physical representations have been 645 benchmarked using four test cases. Well known factors such as topography were found to influence 646 simulations, but a number of less obvious factors also cause differences in simulations as great or 647 greater than physical complexity. A number of specific conclusions can be made: 648 1) Explicit diffusive type model required much longer simulation times than the models with 649 inertia for the 2 50 m resolution applications considered here. This problem cannot be 650 solved by using fixed longer time steps and a flow limiter because of the poor simulation of 651 wave propagation with such methods. 652
2) Decoupled schemes were unable to simulate symmetry over flat topography, although 653 similar effects on the irregular topographies tested here were not identifiable given other 654 factors. Hardware Linux operating system running on two quad core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processor (E5462) with 6 MB cash each and 16 GB of RAM.
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Where x is distance, n is Manning's roughness coefficient, Q is flow rate, h is water depth, h flow is the depth of water through which water can flow, g is acceleration due to gravity, is the Courant number, v is flow velocity and c is a typically small water depth threshold. 
